SKETCHING & DRAWING –
THE FOUNDATION OF ALL ART
with Brandon Schaefer

LESSON 3: PROPORTIONS,
MEASURING TECHNIQUES, & VALUES

SUPPLIES:
Strathmore
Toned Tan Sketchbook
80lb/118gsm
medium surface
Any size

Lyra Graduate
Graphite Pencils

Lyra Rembrandt
White Pastel Pencil

Lyra
Kneadable Eraser

Lyra Sandpaper Block

Other Supplies: Blending Stumps, Pencil Sharpener

In this video we will learn all about proportions
and how to create more accurate drawings. We
will use the block-in methods from Lesson 2 and
use measuring techniques and proportions to

make our block-ins more accurate and realistic.
Lastly, we will learn some simple shading
techniques to bring our drawings to life.

STEP 1:
Observe your object or subject
and mentally determine the
proportions. Is your subject
taller than it is wide? Is it wider
than it is tall? Or is the width
and height very similar? Ask
yourself these questions before
even putting your pencil paper.
Understand your subject as
much as possible from
observation.

STEP 2:
Use comparative measuring
to understand the actual
proportions of your subject.
Take the shortest measurement
of your subject (either height or
width), rotate that measurement
and mark it on your page –
giving you a square. Compare
this square to your subject and
use this square as a guide to
complete the rest of your
block-in and drawing.
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STEP 3:
Draw a sphere or simple shape.
Determine which direction you
want your light source to come
from and mark it on your paper.
Draw a light guideline which
separates light from shadow on
your object. Begin using a light
pencil and light pressure to
shade one overall value of
shadow on your object.

STEP 4:
Finish shading your object by
using a darker pencil and shade
the darker areas of shadow on
your object. Continue by using
the white pastel pencil to shade
in the light areas and brightest
highlight on your object. We are
aiming for 2 values in the
shadow and 2 values in the light.
Simplified values like this will
create a stronger statement in
your sketch or drawing.

STEP 5:
Experiment with your shading.
Try drawing this object many
times and use a different
method of shading each time.
Play around with your blending
stumps and see how they affect
your drawing and shading. Do
you like the effect? Determine
which methods and effects
you desire.
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